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Art. 3(7) RD:  

 

‘risk of absconding’ means the existence of reasons in an individual case which 

are based on objective criteria defined by law to believe that a third-country 

national who is the subject of return procedures may abscond. 

 

 No objective criteria in DE, AT, CZ and BE 
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Objective criteria BE BG FR IT SK SI HU NL 

False information on identity × × × × × 

Providing false information  

(in general) 

  ×       × × × 

 

Having forged, falsified or 

used another name for, a 

residence permit or an ID or 

travel document 

× 

  

× ×     × × 

 

Non-compliance with 

Voluntary Departure 

× 

 

× 

 

× 

 

× 

 

× 

 

× 

 

Violation of reporting, 

designated residence, etc. 

obligations 

× 

 

× 

 

× 

 

× 

(nsg) 

Violation of an entry ban × 

 

× 

 

× 

 

× 
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 An illegal stay or residence = FR + SI 

 An illegal entry = NL + FR (subsequent failure to apply for a permit) 

 A lack of residence permit = SK 

 

Recital 6 = “considerations should go beyond the mere fact of an illegal stay” 

 

Case-law in FR = several converging criteria (the strongest: previous non-

compliance) 

 

Case-law in SK = often not only lack of residence permit 

 

Case-law in DE: = illegal entry alone = no risk of absconding HOWEVER 

amount of money paid to smugglers important 
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Individual situation and individual circumstance 
 

 Art. 3(7) RD (“in an individual case”) in conjunction with recital 6: 

“decisions taken under this Directive should be adopted on a case-by-case basis and based 

on objective criteria” = objective criteria alone not sufficient (unlike in SI) 

 DE: failure to report to authorities – serious health grounds/criminal record = not suff. 

 FR: mixed picture – forged or lack of ID not suff. while non-compl. with VD suff.  

 BG: duration of residence, family situation, family/cultural/social ties, vulnerability, 

proceedings for the renewal of a residence permit 

 AT: the person is not integrated, does not work and does not have family ties = risk of 

absconding 

 IT: regular work, demonstrated social integration (however, rarely used) 

 BE: formal assessment while lack of address and non-compliance with previous 

expulsion measures = risk of absconding 
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ATD 

 Detention is used not as a last resort but as a preferred option 

 No clear obligation either at judicial or legislative level to consider alternatives 

 BE/NL/FR = once a risk of absconding is established, ATD are no longer 

considered 

Main systemic problem = no credible alternatives 

 Available alternatives: designated residence, regular reporting, deposit of 

travel documents or financial guaranties = cumulative application 

 Electronic tagging (FR, UK) & sponsor (SI, BG)  

 Sponsor: good practice = remediates the lack of address and financial means 


